'Gorky and Izzy’s Trip To Mexico' is a digital comic by writer Fahed Rahman and artist Jon Schwochert
‘Gorky and Izzy’ is about two very different criminals whose personal lives are falling apart. Gorky
who is an old school Boston hoodlum, is going through a bitter divorce and Izzy, who’s tragic past
won’t stay buried, visit Mexico City to execute a dangerous heist against the vicious Sinaloa Cartel
who’ll do anything to protect what is theirs and reap monstrous vengeance on those who cross
them.

THEME
Though the basic plot is a heist and escape story
the main idea or inspiration for telling the story is
exploring modern masculinity and how difficult
some men find it to be vulnerable and
emotionally intelligent and aware of how the past
has effected them and influences their current
behaviour.
Gorky refuses to accept his marriage has broken
down in part because his criminal behaviour has
traumatised him and made it difficult for those he
loves to be around him. Izzy’s history has made
him emotionally walled off and unable to
emphasise.

SYNOPSIS
The first issue follows Pasha Gorky and Rhodri
“Izzy" Izzard are two of the best heist men in
Boston. Gorky is an old school hoodlum from hard
knock streets of Boston and Izzy is a black hat
info-sec expert. They are sent to Mexico to steal a
hard drive containing what they think is stolen
credit card information worth millions from a drug
cartel safe house.
Gorky is going through a bad divorce from the
love of his life. He’s falling apart and looks for
solace and comfort from his friend Izzy who is
unable to offer any due to his own lack of
emotional intelligence. Izzy wants to complete the
heist and get out of Mexico.
Gorky and Izzy successfully complete the heist but
Gorky suffers breakdown. Unbeknownst to them
the Sinaloa Cartel are on their trail and have sent
Juve Agrazada, a former luchadore built like
Frankenstein, to bring back the stolen loot and
the heads of those that stole it.
The series will follow Gorky and Izzy as they try to escape from Mexico while also dealing with the
emotional and relationship problems they both have. Other key characters will include mob boss Eric
Mullens who sent Gorky and Izzy to Mexico and his children Steph and Shane who are vying for
control over the criminal empire, Marni Gorky who is Pasha’s wife and had enough with his life of
crime and the effect it has had on both them and their children Liv and Daryna.
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To view in comic reader format, please visit http://www.jonschwochert.com/comic.html

